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On the optionality of the Causee in Hiaki indirect causatives∗ 
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Abstract 
In this article we offer a systematic analysis of Hiaki direct and indirect causatives, paying 
particular attention to the behavior of Causees. We show that the Causee is never optional, but it 
is in fact either obligatory or forbidden in the direct and indirect Hiaki causatives, respectively. 
The central part of the paper presents a series of tests that effectively demonstrate the mandatory 
presence of the Causee in direct causatives and its obligatory absence in indirect causatives in 
Hiaki, and propose an analysis which exploits the split-VP architecture of Hale and Keyser 
(1993), Kratzer (1996). The difference in Causees between the two causatives are ascribed to the 
different selectional restrictions which we claim they impose, the direct causative selecting a 
VoiceP and the indirect causative a lower verbal projection. The rest of the paper discusses a 
problematic class of verbs which allow the optional presence of Causees in Hiaki indirect 
causatives, weakening the proposal. We argue that the limited context of occurrence of such 
examples and their association with a very reduced set of verbs suggests that this apparent 
optionality is not derived from the syntax of Hiaki indirect causatives, but from the internal 
properties of the limited set of the caused verbs themselves. 
 

1 Introduction 
 

 One of the features that distinguish direct and indirect causatives in English is the presence 
versus the absence of the Causee1. In the English causatives in (1), the Causee, Mary, only 
appears in cases of direct causation (1a), whereas it is absent from the syntax of indirect 
causatives (1b):  
 

(1) a. John made Mary bring the food 
b. John had the food brought  
 

In English direct causatives with make (1a), the presence of the Causee is indeed obligatory, as 
the ungrammaticality of (2) shows.  

                                                
∗ We thank Maria Florez Leyva and Santos Leyva for their enormous patience and  good disposition. Their 
contribution to our project with their native judgments and intuitions. We also thank Antxon Olarrea and Víctor 
Longa for their help in editing and commentary on the Spanish version of this article (Tubino-Blanco and Harley 
20XX). All the data included in this paper have been elicited as part of our own research project unless otherwise 
noted. This research has been partially funded by an NSF grant No. BCS-0131761 to Harley and Haugen.  
 
1 Throughout this article, the contrast between direct and indirect causation is based on criteria different from those 
observed in work on causatives by authors such as, for instance, Treviño (1994) or Shibatani (1973). These authors 
use the term in connection with a case alternation between accusative Causees (associated with direct causation) and 
dative Causees (associated with indirect causation) in, for instance, the Romance languages. The 'direct' and 
'indirect' terminology reflects the relationship between the case exhibited by the Causee and the degree of control on 
this participant from the matrix subject or Causer. There is no such case alternation in Hiaki, which marks all its 
non-nominative participants with the accusative/genitive suffix –ta. Instead, we adopt the 'direct/indirect' 
terminology to express the presence versus absence of a syntactically overt Causee. 
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(2)  *John made bring the food(cf. (1a)) 

 
 Conversely, the presence of Causees is typically absent from the syntax of English indirect 
causatives with have + passive participle (1b),  causing the ungrammaticality of sentences such 
as (3).2 
 
(3) *John had Mary the food brought (cf. (1b)) 
 
 Despite the absence of the Causee in have+passive participle causatives, an implicit 
Causee is semantically available in English indirect causatives. Thus, this participant may be 
overtly expressed by means of an adjunct, in the form of a by-phrase: 
 
(4) John had the food brought by Mary 
  
 Hiaki, a Uto-Aztecan language spoken in Arizona and Sonora (Mexico), overtly expresses 
causation by means of derivational verbal morphology, distinguishing two causative suffixes: -
tua, for direct causation, and –tevo for indirect causation. Each of these causative morphemes 
may be productively suffixed to verbal stems of various kinds, illustarated below. 
  The direct causative morpheme –tua may be suffixed transitive stems, such as hitto-‘cure, 
treat’ (5a), to unergative stems, such as vamih- ‘hurry’ (5b), and to unaccusative stems like 
yevih- ‘arrive(sg.subj)’ (5c). 
 
 (5) a. Maria   hitevi-ta             uusi-ta           hitto-tua-k  
            Maria   doctor-ACC3       child-ACC      treat-CAUS.dir-PERF  
         ‘Maria made the doctor treat the child’ 
 
 b. aapo   si       yee         va-vamih-tua 
             3SG    very    people    RED-hurry-CAUS.dir 
            ‘He always makes people hurry up’ 
 
 c. Hose  Peo-ta         lauti          yevih-tua-k 
             Joe    Pete-ACC     early         arrive(sg.subj)-CAUS.dir-PERF 
            ‘Joe made Pete arrive early’ 
 
 The indirect causative morpheme –tevo may also embed transitive stems like hitto- ‘cure, 
treat’ (6a), unergative stems like vamih- ‘hurry’ (6b) and unaccusative stems like yevih- 
                                                
2 English allows Causees in have + bare infinitive indirect causatives whereby the degree of obligation exerted on 
these participants is perceived as milder than the one exhibited by their make counterparts.  

(i) John had Mary treat his child 
Notice, however, that the syntax of the sentence in (i) also forbids the elimination of the Causee, Mary, in this 
particular type of structure, which makes it pattern syntactically with the make causatives in (1a), despite the 
semantic distinction. 

(ii) *John had treat his child  
3 Abbreviation key: ACC ‘accusative’; CAUS.dir ‘direct causative’; CAUS.ind ‘indirect causative’; PERF ‘perfective’; 
IMPERF ‘imperfective’; POSS ‘possessive’; 1/2/3 ‘1st/2nd/3rd person’; SG/ PL ‘singular/plural’; sg/pl.subj 
‘singular/plural subject’; RED ‘reduplication’; AVRZ ‘adverbializer’; NEG ‘negation’ 
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‘arrive(sg.subj)’ (6c). 
 (6)  a. Maria     uusi-ta          hitto-tevo-k  
            Maria    child-ACC      treat-CAUS..ind-PERF  
         ‘Maria had the child treated’ 
 
 b. aapo   hiva         va-vamih-tevo 
             3SG    always      RED-hurry-CAUS.ind 
           ‘He always has (people) hurry up’ 
 
 c. Inepo  aman    yahi-tevo-k 
             1SG     there     arrive(pl.subj)-CAUS.ind-PERF 
            ‘I had (people) arrive there’ 
 
 
The sentences in (5) and (6) show a syntactic contrast. Like in English, Hiaki direct and indirect 
causatives differ regarding the presence versus the absence of the Causee argument. Thus, direct 
causatives with -tua (5) all allow (and indeed require) the explicit presence of the Causee (ie. 
hitevita ‘the doctor’ (5a), si yee ‘many people’ (5b) and Peota ‘Pete’ (5c)). In contrast, the 
indirect causatives with -tevo in (6) do not contain a Causee argument.  
 
 In this paper we argue that the indirect –tevo causative not only permits the absence of 
overt Causees, but in fact disallows its presence entirely.  The article is organized as follows: in 
§2 we introduce the problem of the syntactic presence of Causees in indirect causatives with –
tevo in contrast to -tua; in §3 we offer some empirical evidence which casts doubt on the 
apparent optionality of Causees in this type of causative; in §4 we propose a contrastive analysis 
of morphological causatives in Hiaki; finally in §5 we return to some counterexamples to our 
analysis and indicate some problems to solve in future investigation.  
 
2 The Data 
 
2.2 The embedded subject or Causee 
 
 As noted above, of the points of contrast between Hiaki direct and indirect causatives is the 
overt presence of Causees in the case of direct causatives with –tua, but not in the case of 
indirect causatives with –tevo. The sentence in (7) below shows that, like in English, Hiaki direct 
causatives in fact disallow the absence of overt Causees:  
 
(7) *Maria    [uusi-ta         hitto]-tua-k  
        Maria    [child-ACC   treat]-CAUS.dir-PERF  
      ‘Mary made treat the child’ 
 
Also like in English, most Hiaki indirect causatives with –tevo disallow the presence of overt 
Causees.  
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(8)  Santoh-ta     achai     [(*aa       yoemia-wa )  vachi-ta      et]-tevo  
         Santos-ACC   father     [(*3-ACC  sons-POSS)      corn-ACC    plant]-CAUS.ind  
        ‘Santos’ father had the corn planted’ *(by his sons) 
 
The sentence in (8) is ungrammatical because the structure consisting of the indirect causative 
morpheme –tevo embedding the transitive embedded verbal stem echa ‘plantar’ disallows the 
explicit presence of the Causee aa yoemiawa ‘his sons’.  
 
 Similarly, sentences like (9), with –tevo embedding an intransitive stem (eg. vamih- 
‘hurry’) also disallow the explicit presence of the Causee (eg. yee ‘people’): 
 
(9)   aapo   hiva         (*yee)         va-vamih-tevo 
             3SG    always       people      RED-hurry-CAUS.ind 
          ‘He’s always having (*people) hurry’ 
 
The prohibition of explicit Causees in indirect causatives just shown in (8) and (9) seems to 
reflect the general pattern exhibited by these structures in Hiaki.  
 
 Nonetheless, there exist some rare cases involving  a small set of transitive and 
unaccusative stems ( hitto- ‘cure, treat’, vit-, 'see, examine' and yevih- ‘arrive’ respectively), 
which may optionally allow the explicit presence of Causees as they appear embedded by –tevo4: 
 
(10)  Maria [hitevi-ta         uusi-ta           hitto]-tevo-k  
       Maria [doctor-ACC     child-ACC     treat]-CAUS.ind-PERF  
      ‘Maria had the child treated by the doctor/had the doctor treat the child’ 
 
 (11) Maala    aa        yevih-tevo-k                             uka          yoem-ta   
        mother   3SG      arrive(sg.subj)-CAUS.ind-PERF    DET.ACC  man-ACC  
       ‘The mother had the man brought in the house’ 
 
In (10) and (11) the presence of the overt Causees (boldfaced) does not result in the 
ungrammaticality of the indirect causatives with –tevo. This is surprising, given the clear 
restriction just seen in (8) and (9) above against the presence of this same element in seemingly 
identical structures.  
 
 Below we will argue that, despite data like that in (10) and (11), overt Causees are banned 
from the structure of Hiaki causatives involving –tevo. First, the cases supporting the prohibition 
of Causees in indirect causatives are mcuh more numerous than those suggesting their 
optionality; they seem to represent the general pattern exhibited by the –tevo construction. In no 
case is the Causee required with –tevo, and in most cases it is forbidden. To propose a hypothesis 
based on the optionality of Causees in –tevo causatives would raise the problem of explaining the 

                                                
4 The English verb arrive has different morpho-phonological realizations in Hiaki that have a number of 
motivations. On one hand, most of Hiaki verbs exhibit two different forms, according to whether they appear as free 
or bound stems. On the other hand, the Hiaki verb yepsa ‘arrive’ is one of a few verbs which are suppletive for 
number. This combination of factors results in four different forms for arrive, two for the singular, yepsa (free) / 
yevih- (bound), and two for the plural yaha (free) / yahi- (bound).  
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nature of their prohibition in most of its cases of occurrence. Finally, there exists more empirical 
evidence in Hiaki in favor of the prohibition of Causees in –tevo causatives than there is 
evidence in favor of their optionality.  
 In the next section we present empirical evidence against the optionality of the presence of 
Causees in Hiaki indirect causatives. 
 
   

3 The Causee is not optional in –tevo causatives  
 

 Despite the presence of overt Causees in the Hiaki indirect causatives just seen in (10) and 
(11), we claim that this apparently optional element does not form part of the syntax of the –tevo 
construction in which it occurs.  In this section we show a few tests in favor of this claim. The 
tests we offer next are based on two phenomena typical of the syntax of Hiaki: a) the promotion 
of the object to a passive subject, and b) number agreement between suppletive verbs and 
implicit subjects. 
 

3.1. Subjects of causativized passives 
 

 In passivized causatives, the behavior of Causees in structures involving  indirect -tevo is 
clearly distinct from the behavior of Causees in structures involving the direct causative –tua. 
When –tua causatives are passivized, the Causee (uu hitevi ‘the doctor’ in (12)) becomes the 
subject of the whole passive sentence (13), demonstrating the integration of the Causee in the 
argument structure of these -tua sentences. 
 
 (12) Active direct causative with –tua  
 Maria    hitevi-ta             uusi-ta          hitto-tua-k  
          Maria    doctor-ACC       child-ACC      treat-CAUS.dir-PERF  
        ‘Mary made the doctor treat the child’ 
 
 (13) Passivized direct causative with –tua  
 Uu    hitevi      uusi-ta          hitto-tua-wa-k  
         DET   doctor     child-ACC     treat-CAUS.DIR-PASS-PERF  
        ‘The doctor was made to treat the child’ 
 
 In contrast, when –tevo causatives are passivized, the active Causee never becomes the 
passive subject. In the sentence in (14), for instance, the embedded object uu uusi ‘the child’ 
becomes the passive subject,  even when the embedded stem hitto- ‘treat’ is among the set of 
stems that optionally allow Causees. That is, (14) behaves like a passive of (6a), not like a 
passive of (10).   
 
(14)  Uu     uusi    hitto-tevo-wa-k  
       DET  child   treat-CAUS.INDIR-PASS-PERF  
      ‘Somebody had the child treated’  
 
The sentence in (14) seriously questions the syntactic optionality of Causees in –tevo causatives. 
If the verbal complex hitto-tevo ‘have treated’ structurally allowed an embedded subject (ie, the 
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Causee uu hitevi ‘el médico’), this element and not the embedded object would be expected to 
become the passive subject, just as in the –tua sentence. Next, we offer further structural 
evidence against the optionality of Causees in –tevo causatives, this time regarding subject-verb 
agreement. 
 
3.2. Number agreement between Causees and intransitive suppletive verbs 
 
 In general, Hiaki verbs do not exhibit subject-verb agreement. However, certain 
intransitive verbs do exhibit suppletive number agreement with their subjects: 
 
(15)  a. Uu   uusi         aman    vuite/*tenne  
             DET  child(sg)  there    run (sg.subj)/run.pl 
            ‘The child is running’ 
 
      b. Ume    uusi-m    aman   tenne /*vuite 
             DET.PL child-PL  there    run(pl.subj) /*run(sg.subj) 
            ‘The children are running’ 
 
The singular and plural forms of the verb vuite/tenne ‘run’ exhibit an alternation in (15) to show 
number agreement with the singular subject, uu uusi ‘the child’ in (15a), and the plural subject 
ume uusim ‘the children’ (15b). Notice that it is ungrammatical to use a singular subject with the 
plural form of the verb and vice versa.  
 
 At the same time, Hiaki  allows impersonal passivization of intransitive verbs, resulting in 
subjectless passive sentences, as (16) shows.5 
 
(16)  pahko-po        yi’i-wa-k 
        ceremony-loc  dance-PASS-PERF 
        ‘There was dancing at the ceremony’       Jelinek 1997: 181[7b] 
 
 Recall that intransitive suppletive verbs must show number agreement with their subjects. 
When suppletive verbs are passivized they establish ‘default’ agreement with an implicit subject, 
after the valence reduction operation involved in passivization eliminates the only active 
argument from the structure. The sentences in (17) show that suppletive agreement with implicit 
subjects is always plural (tenni), never singular (vuiti), in Hiaki. 
 
(17)     Aman    tenni-wa/*vuiti-wa 
             there     run(pl.subj) -PASS /run(sg.subj)-PASS 
            ‘Running is happening there’ 
 
        Now, to return to causatives: When the causative morpheme –tua embeds an intransitive 
suppletive stem, the stem always agrees appropriately with the Causee. This is shown in (18), 
where the singular form of the embedded suppletive verb vuite ‘run(sg.subj)’ agrees with the 
singular Causee (ie, the third person singular clitic aa); again, number mismatch between the 
                                                
5 It is worth noting that, unlike English, Hiaki disallows overt agents of passives (the equivalent of by-phrases), as 
shown in Escalante (1992).  
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stem and the Causee is ungrammatical. 
 
(18)  Heidi aman  aa=vui-vuiti-tua 
         Heidi there   3SG=RED-run(sg.subj)-CAUS.DIR 
        ‘Heidi makes him run’ 
 
 In contrast, if this same verb appears embedded under the indirect causative –tevo, number 
agreement is invariably plural (ie., tenne ‘run(pl.subj)’. Moreover, if the embedded stem appears 
in its singular form, vuiti-, the sentence is ungrammatical. This is shown in (19). 
 
(19)  a.  Heidi  aman    te-tenni-tevo 
              heidi   there     RED-run(pl.subj)-CAUS.INDIR 
             ‘Heidi has people run there’ 
         b. *Heidi aman    vuiti-tevo 
               Heidi  there     run(sg.subj)-CAUS.INDIR 
              ‘Heidi is having some person run there’6 
 
 The contrast just seen in (19)  suggests that, like external arguments in passives, Causees in 
–tevo sentences are not semantically absent, but rather implicit.  
 
 We offer a syntactic analysis of the contrast between Hiaki direct and indirect causatives in 
the following section. 
 
 

4 Analysis 
 

 We adopt a theoretical framework which encodes a distinction between two functional 
verbal phrases, vP and VoiceP, previously proposed in Jelinek (1998),  also Pylkkänen 2002, and 
Harley 2007)7.  
 
4.1. The direct causative construction with –tua 
 
 Harley (2007) proposes a unified analysis of Hiaki causatives, whereby the the direct 
causative suffix–tua must embed a Voice P, headed by the external-argument introducing 
Voiceº. On this approach, the structure of the –tua direct causative sentence Maria hitevi-ta uusi-
ta hitto-tua ‘Mary made the doctor treat the child’ is as offered in (20). 

 

                                                
6 Notice that the ungrammaticality of the sentence in (19b) nothing to do with reduplication facts, as the non-
reduplicated version of (19a), shown in (i), stays grammatical.  

(i) nee  aman   tenni-tevo 
       1SG there    run(pl.subj)-CAUS.INDIR 
      ‘I’m having (some people) run’ 
 

7 Similar proposals to account for the contrast between direct and indirect causatives in other languages have been 
put forward by other authors, such as Ramchand (2008), for Hindi. 
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(20) a. Maria hitevi-ta uusi-ta hitto-tua 
 
                      VoiceP 
 
  DP     Voice’ 
Maria 
                                  vP                                                Voiceº 
                                                                                         Ø 
            VoiceP                                 vº                           Voice 
                                                      -tua 
    DP                     Voice’               caus.dir 
hitevi-ta 
‘doctor’         vP               Voiceº 
                                            Ø 
              DP           vº         Voice 
           uusi-ta     hitto-         
           ‘child’    ‘treat’ [NB: I should redraw this so that the verb root is separate from v, since this is 
impt in the 2007 paper). 
 
 Because the causative suffix –tua embeds a structure containing VoiceP as a complement., 
the Causee argument hitevita ‘the doctor’ is required in the structure, being introduced within the 
VoiceP projection, as the specifier of the head Voiceº. We assume that it receives accusative 
Case in an ECM configuration with the matrix Voice head, -tua, checking an accusative feature 
in the specifier of –tua's VoiceP. Because this Causee argument c-commands the embedded 
object uusi-ta, 'child-ACC', the Causee is the one promoted to subject position when the external 
argument of –tua is eliminated by passivization, as in (13) above.  
 
XX draw tree including TP, explain case-checking and minimal link condition situation!! 
 
4.2. The indirect causative construction with -tevo 
 
 We claim that the structure of indirect causatives with –tevo exhibits a clear contrast with 
the structure of –tua causatives just shown above, especially regarding the material embedded by 
the two causative suffixes. Compare the amount of structure below -tua in (20) above with the 
structure embedded by –tevo in the corresponding indirect causative analyzed in (21) below. 
 
 (21) Maria uusi-ta hitto-tevo 
                        VoiceP 
 
    DP                                          Voice’ 
Maria                
                                   vP                                                 Voiceº 
                                                                                            Ø 
                vP                                       vº                           Voice 
                                                         -tevo 
       DP           vº                             caus.indir 
   uusi-ta        hitto- 
   ‘child’       ‘treat’ 
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 The main contrast between the two structures analyzed above is in the presence of 
embedded VoiceP in (20) versus its absence in (21) . Thus, whereas –tua requires a structure 
containing VoiceP, –tevo directly selects a vP as its complement, not leaving any room for the 
introduction of an embedded subject (ie, the Causee). This is so since, according to the 
theoretical framework adopted here, the heads vº and Voiceº are independent from each other, 
and only Voiceº qualifies as an external-argument introducer, whereas vº does not.8 In 
consequence, the analysis proposed here is incompatible with the possibility of an optional 
Causee argument in the structure of Hiaki indirect causatives with –tevo. 
 
XXexplain about matrix passives, minimal link, draw tree 
XX explain why not assume a passive VoiceP in complement of tevo (unlike in English) 
 
 Summarizing, the causative suffix -tua selects for (active) VoiceP, thus requiring overt 
Causees in the structures they participate in, but –tevo selects for vP, not VoiceP, and hence 
disallows Causees, because only VoiceP is able to license the external argument of the embedded 
verb in its specifier position.  
 
5.1. The -tua–tevo causative 
In this subsection we provide further evidence in favor of our proposal, based on the behavior of 
the Causee argument in sentences combining the two causative heads –tua and –tevo. 
 There exists the possibility in Hiaki to combine both causative suffixes –tua and –tevo in 
the same clause. It is possible for –tua to be embedded by –tevo, and the selectional properties of 
the indirect causative suffix result in the suppresion of the external argument associated with the 
embedded causative head –tua. In other words, -tevo suppreses the Causer argument (or main 
subject) associated with –tua. The sentences in (22) show the contrast between a simplex direct 
causative with –tua (22a) and a –tua-tevo causative complex (22b).  
 
(22) a. Nee uka avion-ta      ni’i-tua 
           1SG DET plane-ACC   fly-CAUS.dir 
           ‘I’m making the plane fly’ 
 
       b. Nee uka avion-ta     ni’i-tua-tevo 
           1SG DET plane-ACC  fly-CAUS.dir-CAUS.Ind 
             ‘I’m having (somebody) fly the plane’             [Adapted from Harley (2007)] 
 
 The direct causative construction with –tua, in (22a), contains both a Causer, nee ‘I’, 
introduced as the main subject,  and a Causee, uka avionta ‘the plane’, embedded by –tua. In 
contrast, the combined –tua-tevo causative, in (22b), exhibits the same number of arguments as 
the structure in (22a), despite the presence of two, rather than one, causative heads.  
 However, recall that, although the syntax of –tua does involve an increase in the argument 
structure of the sentences it participates in, -tevo does not, because the type of clause it embeds 
does not allow overt subjects. Thus, in tua-tevo causative combinations –tevo embeds a structure 
                                                
8 The theoretical framework adopted here assumes that external arguments (ie, active subjects) are independently 
introduced by VoiceP, which is in a higher position. See Kratzer (1996) for a more detailed account of this proposal.  
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headed by the –tua causative suffix, whose main subject (ie., -tua’s Causer) is left out of the core 
structure of the clause. In Pylkkanen's terminology, the embedded caluse in (22b) is a causative 
without a cause. The contrasted syntactic structures of a sentence involving just –tua (23a) with a 
sentence involving the causative complex –tua-tevo, shown in (23b), illustrate the phenomenon. 
 
(23) a. nee uka avion-ta ni’i-tua 
                      VoiceP 
 
  DP     Voice’ 
  Nee 
                               vP                                             Voiceº 
                                                                                    Ø 
          VoiceP                              vº                          Voice 
                                                  -tua 
    DP                      Voice’        caus.dir 
uka avion-ta 
‘the plane’      vP                  Voiceº 
                                                 Ø 
                       vº                    Voice 
                     ni’i-         
                     ‘fly’ 
 
(23) b. nee uka avion-ta ni’i-tua-tevo 
                      VoiceP 
 
  DP           Voice’ 
 Nee 
                                     vPcaus.indir                                    Voiceº 
                                                                                          Ø 
                       vPCaus.dir                        vº                        Voice 
                                                          -tevo 
           VoiceP                  vº               caus.indir 
             -tua 
 DP                     Voice’   
avion-ta 
‘the plane’  vP    Voiceº 
                          Ø 
                     vº                 Voice  
                    ni’i 
                    ‘fly’ 
 
 The simplex –tua causative in (23a), as we saw above, introduces both main subject or 
Causer, nee ‘I’, and an embedded subject or Causee, uka avionta ‘the plane’, as the specifiers of 
each of the two VoiceP projections available in the structure.  
 The double tua-tevo causative in (23b), does contain two VoiceP projections, but different 
ones. The highest VoiceP introduces the main subject of Causer, nee ‘I’. The VoiceP associated 
with –tua is absent from the structure, since –tevo does not embed a Voice projection.  The 
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lowest VoiceP, selected for by –tua,  is still present, and introduces the most embedded Causee 
in its specifier position. In short, because –tua appears embedded under the causative head –tevo, 
it has its own Causer suppressed by this head, although the participant that would correspond to 
the Causer of –tua is semantically implicit. As a result, the sentence in (23b) includes two overt 
arguments (ie., a – the Causer of –tevo and b – the Causee of –tua) plus, in its semantics, one 
implicit argument (ie., the Causer of –tua / Causee of –tevo).  
 
 The syntax of sentences involving –tua-tevo causative complexes like the one just seen in 
(23b) supports our claim regarding the prohibition of the Causee argument in –tevo causatives. 
This is so since the selectional restrictions of –tevo excludes any subject from appearing as part 
of the clause immediately embedded by this causative head. As we have seen, this ‘eliminated’ 
subject corresponds to both the Causer of –tevo, and the embedded subject. For this reason, -tua-
tevo combinations contain the same number of arguments as a simplex –tua causative, although 
it also contains an implicit embedded subject, corresponding to the –tevo notional Causee. The 
main idea is, however, that this notional Causee can never appear overtly. 
 
 In the last subsection, we address some potential problems to our analysis regarding the 
existence in our data of certain instances of –tevo sentences which apparently allow overt 
Causees.  
 
 
4.3. Recapitulation 
 
Our proposal is based on an analysis whereby the verbal suffixes -tua and –tevo are both 
causative heads that differ in the amount of structure they each may embed:  
 
 (i) -tevo selects a subjectless vP clause 
 (ii) -tua selects a clause containing a VoiceP projection, which introduces its own subject  
 (the Causee) in its specifier position. 
 
This contrast has the following consequences:  
1) The VoiceP projection requires an argument in its specifier position, which explains the 
obligatory presence of the Causee argument in direct causatives with –tua. 
2) The absence of a Voice P projection in the material embedded by –tevo explains the absence 
of this argument in Hiaki indirect causatives involving this verbal suffix. 
 
 Although the Causee does not form part of the syntax of –tevo causatives, the external 
argument remains in the semantic interpretation of indirect causatives as an implicit participant. 
The facts involving the plural form of suppletive verbs embedded by –tevo were shown as 
evidence in support of this fact. 
 
 Up to this point we have discussed the clearest cases showing the contrast between direct 
and indirect causatives of Hiaki, especially regarding the behavior of the Causee argument. In the 
remaining section we show additional data in favor of our proposal, as well as a few examples 
which seem to contradict it.  
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5 Additional data, counterexamples and remaining problems 
 
 This last section addresses potential problems for the analysis we just proposed in §4 for 
indirect causatives in Hiaki. First, we show one more piece of evidence in favor of the 
prohibition of overt Causees from the core structure of indirect causatives in Hiaki. 
 
 
5.2. Problematic data 
 
5.2.1. The problem of the optional Causee with hitto-tevo combinations  
 
 Throughout the article we have shown a series of examples in support of our claim that –
tevo causatives disallow overt Causees. To justify our claim we proposed an analysis in which 
the structure selected by the causative head filled by –tevo simply lacks the (VoiceP) projection 
responsible for the introduction of external arguments in its specifier position. 
 
 Nonetheless, there are particular cases of sentences involving the indirect causative head  
–tevo that raise a problem to our analysis. For instance, the sentence in (24) (repetition of (10)) is 
a problem to our analysis because the indirect causative head –tevo seems to optionally allow the 
overt Causee, hitevita ‘el médico’: 
 
(24)  Maria [hitevi-ta         uusi-ta          hitto]-tevo-k  
       Maria [doctor-ACC    child-ACC     treat]-CAUS.Ind-PERF  
      ‘María had the doctor treat the child’ 
 
 Considering the type of structure proposed as the possible complement embedded by –tevo 
the presence of the Causee hitevita ‘the doctor’ in (24) does not have an explanation, as there 
would not be any position in this structure able to license this element. Obviously, sentences 
such as (24) seriously challenge our analysis. We speculate that the presence of this ‘extra’ 
argument in –tevo causatives may be licensed by the internal syntax of the verb embedded by  
–tevo rather than by –tevo itself. That is, the optionality of the Causee in tevo causatives 
involving a reduced set of verbs of which -hitto is a member is a property of the verbs 
themselves, but it is not conditioned by the syntax of -tevo. This hypothesis is supported by the 
fact that optional Causees are still forbidden with most Hiaki verbs regardless of their class or 
(in)transitivity. Unfortunately, we do not have data that shows, for instance, sentences including 
verbs like -hitto ‘treat’ licensing more than one internal argument, as our hypothesis might 
predict, for which we will leave this issue here as a topic to be explored in the future.  
 
5.2.2 Internal arguments of yepsa/yevih-/yahi-'arrive' in –tevo causatives 
 
 Compare the following sentences exhibiting the verb yepsa ‘arrive(suj.sg)’ embedded by  
-tevo in (25) and by –tua in (26).  
 
(25) Maala    aa        yevih-tevo-k                              uka              yoem-ta    
        mother   3SG      arrive(sg.subj)-CAUS.ind-PERF    DET.ACC      man-ACC  
       ‘Mother had the man brought (lit. arrived) (eg. to the house)’  
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(26) Hose  Peo-ta         lauti          yevih-tua-k          
        Joe    Pete-ACC     early         arrive(sg.subj)-CAUS.dir-PERF 
       ‘Joe made Pete arrive early’ 
 
 The indirect causative with –tevo in (25) takes a complement headed by the unaccusative 
stem yepsa ‘arrive’. Unlike other indirect causatives with intransitive verbs as complements, the 
on in (25) licenses an ‘extra’ embedded argument, the accusative 3rd singular pronoun aa, which 
is doubled by the accusative DP uka yoemta ‘the man’.  This configuration seems identical to 
that in the direct causative sentence with -tua in (26), especially regarding the number of 
arguments it licenses, given the presence of just one embedded argument, the accusative DP 
Peota ‘Pete’.  
 
 The potential problem that –tevo sentences such as the one in (25) raises for our analysis is 
related with the presence of this ‘extra’ argument, since the subjectless vP complement of the 
indirect causative head –tevo should be incompatible with the presence of an embedded subject, 
as seen so far. Nonetheless, the ‘extra’ argument embedded by –tevo in (25) is in fact not 
suppressed by the syntax of this causative head. This is so since the external-argument-
introducing head VoiceP, generally lacking under –tevo, is never plays a role in the licensing of 
the subjects of unaccusative verbs like yepsa ‘arrive’. Instead, unaccusative subjects enter the 
syntax as the complements of their own verbs. In other words, it is the vP projection licensing 
yepsa ‘llegar’ that also licenses its complement, aa ‘him’. Thus, the absence of a VoiceP 
projection in the complement of –tevo does not affect the overt presence in the structure of the 
embedded internal argument. 9  
 
 This also explains why direct causative sentences with -tua embedding unaccusative verbs 
like yepsa ‘arrive’ have the same number of overt arguments than their –tevo counterparts: in 
both cases, the embedded arguments are the internal arguments of the unaccusative verb 
embedded by the causative heads. There is, however, a contrast between the –tevo sentence in 
(25) and the –tua sentence in (26): only the presence of an implicit Causee (eg. by somebody) is 
only available in the case of the indirect causative in (25), but this implicit argument not 
accessible from the semantics of the direct causative with –tua in (26). This contrast could be 
explained if we assume that only in the case of (26), the embedded internal argument may 
occupy the VoiceP position made available in the structure as part of the complement of –tua, 
while this possibility is impossible in the case of (25), where the only available position for the 
embedded argument is as an internal argument of the vP clause embedded by –tevo. We do not 
have an explanation as to  why, in the case of the clause embedded by –tevo in (25), its internal 
argument can receive accusative case in the absence of VoiceP, if we assume Burzio’s 
generalization.10 
 

It seems clear, however, that it is the internal structure of the unaccusative verb yepsa 
‘arrive’ that is responsible for the presence of the ‘extra’ argument in the syntax of the –tevo 
causative in (25). We saw in the previous subsection that a similar explanation could receive the 
presence of the ‘extra’ argument in indirect causative clauses embedding verbs like hitto ‘treat’, 
                                                
9 For further details on the syntax of unaccusative verbs see Perlmutter (1978) 
10 See Burzio (1986) for the details behind this proposal.  
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if we assume that the selectional properties of these verbs make available multiple positions to 
license more than one internal argument.   
 

A potential problem for the explanation just suggested to account for the presence of an 
‘extra’ argument in indirect causatives embedding unaccusative verbs like yepsa ‘arrive’ is the 
fact that this ‘extra’ argument does not seem to be obligatory if embedded by –tevo. An example 
of this is given in (27) with the verb ‘arrive’ in its plural form yahi-.  

 
(27) Inepo aman   yahi-tevo-k 
       1SG    there    arrive(pl.subj)-CAUS.ind-PERF 
       ‘I had (eg. some people) brought (lit. arrived) there’ 
 

In the sentence in (27) only one overt argument, the main subject or Causer, the 1st 
person singular pronoun inepo appears in the indirect causative with –tevo. Neither the Causee 
(the implicit ‘by somebody’) nor the internal argument, also implicit, are overtly expressed. In 
the case of the Causee, we know its absence is due to the syntax of the causative head –tevo. In 
the case of the internal argument of yahi- ‘arrive’, its absence contradicts the explanation we just 
gave to account for its presence in (25). In this sense, the sentence in (27) behaves just as any 
other intransitive sentence embedded by –tevo, which suppressed the only argument. Observe, 
however, how in the case of (27) the number on the embedded verb yahi- ‘arrive’ is plural, 
marking the agreement between this verb and an implicit subject. What is not clear is whether 
the agreement is triggered by some implicit external argument (eg. by somebody) or whether it is 
caused by the implicit internal argument (eg. some people).  
 
 To complicate things further, the following sentence involving  yepsa ‘arrive(sg.subj)’ 
there does not seem to be appear any indication of the presence of any implicit argument in the 
complement of –tevo or –tua:  
 
(28)  Kaaro-m  hiva       si      vu-vu’uria.           Kiali’ikun    vato’o-raa-ta                  kaa  
         car-PL      always   very  RED-multiply       that.is.why    in.baptism-AVRZ-ACC   NEG  
 
          lauti    yahi-tevo-k                          / yahi-tua-k      
          early   arrive(pl.subj)CAUS.ind-PERF / arrive(pl.subj)-CAUS.dir-PERF 
        ‘The heavy traffic had/made the people arrive late’ 
 In (28), the accusative argument, vato’oraata ‘the people (lit. the baptized ones)’, appears 
to be the genuine Causee of either structure embedded by –tua or –tevo. In this sense, it seems 
that -tevo is working in exactly the same way as its direct counterpart –tua, which raises a serious 
problem for our proposal.  Unfortunately, we do not have a clear answer for the problems raised 
in this section, for which we leave this issue for future investigation. 
 
 Next we present a final problem against our proposal, based on the passive interpretation 
that may appear in structures involving the inergative verb ne’e ‘fly’ as the complements of  
–tevo.   
 
5.2.3. The passive interpretation of ne’e ‘fly’ as the complement of –tevo 
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 Some intransitive verbs embedded by –tevo (eg. ne’e ‘fly’) may receive a passive 
interpretation when allowing complement DPs: 
 
(29) a. Uu  uusi   am=ni’i-tua-k 
           DET child  3PL=fly-CAUS.dir-PERF 
          ‘The child made them fly’ 
 
       b. Uu    uusi     wikichi-m    ni’i-tevo-k 
           DET   child    bird-PL        fly-CAUS.ind-PERF 
          ‘The child had the birds fly’  
 
       c. Wikichi-m  ni’i-tevo-k 
           bird-PL       fly-CAUS.ind-PERF 
          ‘The birds were allowed to fly’ 
 
 The sentence in (29a) presents the typical structure of –tua causatives of intransitives, 
where the presence of the Causee, the 3rd person plural pronominal clitic am= is permitted by 
the syntax of the direct causative head. The sentence in (29b) shows a –tevo causative similar to 
the problematic cases we showed in the previous subsection. That is, the indirect causative with 
–tevo embeds an intransitive verb while still allowing the overt presence of the embedded 
argument wikichim ‘the birds’. The sentence in (29c) shows an even quirkier structure, receiving 
a passive interpretation in the absence of an overt Causer (ie, the main subject).  
 
 The quirkiness of (29c) is precisely in the passive interpretation obtained, given that the 
Hiaki passivizing suffix –wa, normally required to form the passive voice, is lacking. Even so, 
the presence of an implicit agent (ie., the person allowing the birds to fly) is available from the 
interpretation of the sentence in (29c). Because of the absence of a passivizing suffix, we will 
assume here that the implicit agent corresponds, not to an implicit Causer, but to the implicit 
Causee typically available from the context in other –tevo sentences. In such case, the only overt 
argument in this sentence, wikichim ‘the birds’ would be analyzed as the internal argument of the 
verb ne’e ‘fly’, assuming this verb is unaccusative in Hiaki. Since we do not have additional data 
to elucidate whether Hiaki intransitive verbs may have their own internal arguments under –tevo, 
or whether the mere lack of overt agents is sufficient to entail a passive interpretation in 
morphologically active sentences, like (29c), we leave this issue here for future research. 
 
6 Conclusion 
In this article, we have addressed the problem of the overt presence of Causee arguments in 
indirect causatives with –tevo in Hiaki. We have shown that the clause type embedded under  
–tevo generally rejects the explicit presence of Causees, which becomes more evident if 
compared with their direct causative counterparts with –tua.  However,  we have seen that this 
prohibition is challenged by the existence of some instances optionally allowing Causees in the 
complement of -tevo causatives. Nonetheless, and based on the observed contrast seen between 
 –tevo and –tua causatives, we have departed from the hypothesis that the presence of Causees is 
never optional in Hiaki causatives, but it is indeed prohibited in the complement of –tevo 
causatives and required in the case of –tua.  In order to account for this hypothesis, we have 
proposed an analysis in which only in the case of –tua causatives there is a position made 
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available to host a subordinate subject (ie. the Causee). Causatives involving –tevo, in contrast, 
disallow overt Causees because the complement the head –tevo selects simply lacks a structural 
position that licenses this argument type. However, while able to explain the clearest contrasts 
involving –tua and –tevo causatives regarding the behavior of Causees, the analysis proposed 
here does not have an satisfying explanation for a few cases in which –tevo causatives seem to 
optionally allow overt Causees. For instance, although it is possible to explain cases involving 
the presence of an ‘extra’ argument within the domain of an unaccusative verb like yepsa ‘arrive’ 
embedded by –tevo. We said that this argument, as the complement of an unaccusative verb, 
does not need the presence in the structure of the special projection VoiceP, assumed in this 
article as the licensing site for Causees. However, we still do not have a solution for the problem 
of the presence of Causees in –tevo transitive causatives involving embedded verbs like hitto- 
‘treat’, unless we assume that such verbs are double accusatives, allowing multiple arguments to 
be licensed in their own domain. Given the lack of sufficient data to raise conclusions, we leave 
the topic here, until further investigations on the morpho-syntax of Hiaki dilucidate the problem.  
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